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Usage Guide for Data Synthesizer Operator provides detail steps from download, import, to run graph in in
SAP Data Intelligence.
Before you start using this guide, please make sure that you are familiar with the basic concepts of SAP Data
Intelligence modeling, such as Operators, and Graphs. For more information, please refer to the Modeling
Guide for SAP Data Intelligence
(https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_DATA_INTELLIGENCE/Cloud/en-US).
LAUNCH SAP DATA INTELLIGENCE
Launch SAP Data Intelligence in a browser using the URL of your instance. And log on to the SAP Data
Intelligence Launchpad application using the following information:


Tenant name



Your username



Your password

The SAP Data Intelligence Launchpad opens and displays the initial home page.

DOWNLOAD AND INSTALLATION
After downloading the Data Synthesizer Operator attached to this package, you import the solution archive
into your SAP Data Intelligence user workspace by following below steps.


Click the "System Management" tile on the launchpad page. Click "Files", select "Import
Solution" in "My Workspace" and import data-synthesizer-operator.tgz. Wait until it shows
import success.
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Click "Files", select "Import File" in "My Workspace" and import adult.csv, wait until it shows
import success. Please download the sample csv file from SAP Jam, or create your own csv file.



After import success, click into "Modeler" tile on the Home page. Select "Operators" on the left
panel, and search “data synthesizer” to ensure Data Synthesizer Operator has been imported
successfully. (Our released .tgz package works as one of the many operators in Data Intelligence to
handle metadata processing.)



Click into "Modeler" on the Home page, select "Graphs" on the left panel and click "import" icon to
import graph.json. This is a predefined data process workflow which applies data synthesizer
operator to synthesize data from the “Read File” operator and transport metadata to the “Write File”
operator. Please download this sample graph from SAP Jam, or create your own graph.
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After import success, the Data Synthesizer graph will be opened directly as follows (please kindly
ignore the minor UI difference caused by functionality change of Data Intelligence).

It contains “Read File”, “Data Synthesizer” and “Write File” operators. You can define your own file
path in the Configuration of “Read File” Operator (as follows). (NOTE: The default root path is
System Management Files where you upload the files in above steps.)

And similarly, define the file path for the synthetic dataset in the Configuration of “Write File”
operator (as follows).
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RUN THE GRAPHS
There are several flexible configurations for users to set from for Data Synthesizer operator. All these
configurations have default value, you can just run it directly.
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Configuration

Description

epsilon

The privacy budget in Differential Privacy, which can be used to balance between data
privacy and utility.

pseudonym

The columns to synthesize with pseudonym algorithm in the synthetic dataset. Its value is
separated by comma.

retain

The columns to retain in the synthetic dataset. Its value is separated by comma.

delete

The columns to delete in the synthetic dataset. Its value is separated by comma.

hasHeader

Indicates if there is a header specified in the input CSV file. If there is no header in source
csv, operator will generate new headers for it.

categories

The categorical columns user can set. Its value is separated by a comma. If not set, the
operator will check in the code by itself.

sep

The field separator in the input CSV file (default: ‘,’)

records

The records the end user want to generate in the synthetic dataset; the default value is
the same with original dataset.

 Click "run" button as follows. After the Status shows completed, go to the workspace to check the
synthesized data.

 Click into "System Management" on the Home Page. Navigate to Files tab, find the synthesized csv
data, you can view the data or export data as you like.
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